Welcome Bear Creek families to all things reading!
Check here monthly for ideas, tips, questions stems and even helpful videos to help you support your child at home.
Our goal at Bear Creek is for teachers, students and parents to work together as a team to help your child reach their fullest potential. The sky’s the limit!!

-Natalie Geer
Reading Coach

The Dolch sight word list is a great way to help your child become fluent with sight words so they can focus on the more challenging words that may hinder their comprehension.

It may seem simple enough but knowing basic sight words goes a long way in helping students with their comprehension of texts. The Dolch sight word list is a great way to help your child become fluent with sight words so they can focus on the more challenging words that may hinder their comprehension.

The ELFAC sight word lists (on the left) is fundamental in helping your child learn how to read. These are the words your child should know at this point of the year. These words need to be known by heart...so keep an eye on this space as ideas for sight word games will be coming soon.
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